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CELEBRATING
THE POWER OF
PREMIUM MEDIA
TO UNITE AND
INSPIRE

Premium media, responsible media, real media has a huge and growing

part to play in the digital advertising ecosystem. But do we appreciate it
enough? Headlines often focus on the negative issues we have to deal

with, but the reality is that there are amazing things happening, across the
media landscape.

Real media, to us, means the world’s best publishers
offering premium content, with high production
values, that we return to time and again. It’s expertly
crafted and curated content that stands out at a
time when technology allows everyone to publish,

KEY FINDINGS:
•

build better value-added experiences for

but not necessarily well or with integrity.
Crucially, it’s where both the advertising and content

advertisers and readers.
•

experience are in sync with both each other and the
audience’s expectations.

•

Advertisers better appreciate the value of
context over ‘scale at any cost’.

•

Advertisers are looking to leverage the

real media is better for advertisers, publishers, their

powerful and unique audiences that

audiences, and even society at large.

publishers create and nurture.

Real media could equally apply to digital, print,

•

and brand safety issues.

is on premium digital media (many of whom
are our partners), to shine a spotlight on what

Real media offers advertisers more
assurances over viewability, transparency

TV and out of home but our immediate focus
•

Partnerships and bespoke solutions are

makes them so special and such unique

growing in importance as media owners

advertising environments.

leverage their first-party audience data.

To launch our campaign, we have spoken to some

•

platforms such as Teads’ own.

brands asking for their insight and opinion. Their
expertise has helped shape this report.
The results are both enlightening
and encouraging.

Significant (though not omnipresent) scale
is being sought through partnerships and

of the UK’s biggest digital publishers, agencies and
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Sites are evolving to be more user-friendly,
less cluttered with higher yield formats.

This is why we’re proud to launch this campaign,
an ongoing drive to showcase and celebrate why

Publishers are increasingly looking to

•

The ability to blend technology with
curated content and media brands’
reputation is proving to be a winning
formula across the industry.
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54%

OF RESPONDENTS
BELIEVING THAT PREMIUM
DIGITAL MEDIA HAS THE
GREATEST ROI, RISING TO..

63%

FOR THOSE WORKING
IN COMPANIES WITH A
TURNOVER OF BETWEEN
£100M AND £500M.
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Results show that marketers now know that quality

safer place for consumers and advertisers – with
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with 54% of respondents believing that premium

Media demonstrating this. The collaboration,

Global Head of Integrated Brand and
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digital media has the greatest ROI, rising to 63%

made up of leading advertisers, agencies, media

for those working in companies with a turnover of

companies, trade bodies and digital platforms, was

between £100m and £500m.

announced at Cannes Lions this year and will focus

CMOs see publishing houses as equally innovative

on brand safety.

as the Silicon Valley giants – and nearly four in five

In the longer term, this can all only benefit real

(78%) CMOs are planning to increase their media

media’s biggest assets: their loyal, connected,

budget within premium digital media over the

unique and engaged audiences.

coming year.
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Our campaign doesn’t stop here. We want to

The fuller findings of both pieces of research are

change words into deeds and continue hailing

contained within these pages: a deep-dive into

and supporting the best of real media with new

what real media means for readers, advertisers

content, insight and action. Please, come join us on

and publishers across regional and national news,

this journey.

magazines and online-only titles.
There is still work to be done, of course. Premium
digital ad budgets continue to rise, but often not

Would you like to contribute or have

quick enough to assuage drops in print revenues.

an opinion to share? Email us at

And the industry faces challenges over the coming

realmedia@teads.com or tweet us

months and years, particularly as regulatory and

@teads using #cfrm.

browser changes continue to bite around the use of
third-party data and privacy concerns.
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We live in extraordinary times. The news agenda home and abroad has

perhaps never been more important, nor the opportunity for rogue, malicious
or misinformed actors to subvert fact into fake.
Misinformation, propaganda and inaccuracies have

benefit from opportunities to have their messages

always been with us but the rise of social media

appear around verified content to the audiences

has compounded this. With its ease of sharing and

they want.

the development of algorithms that serve relevant
content to their users, it has helped to create socalled echo chambers or filter bubbles.

THE VOICE OF
THE NATION

Guardian News & Media, publisher of the Guardian
and the Observer, warns: use it or lose it. “It is in all

This, together with the sheer volume of information

our interests to have a healthy digital ecosystem that

online, means the regulated, rigorous and

rewards this quality content and enables an online

professional journalism offered by our news brands

environment that is sustainable, entertaining and

is more valued than ever. A recent Newsworks study

informative,” he says.

suggests that, since the rise of fake news, 6 in 10

NEWS

Yet, as Hamish Nicklin, Chief Revenue Officer,

people rely more on established national newspaper
brands, rising to 65% of under 35s and 75%
of Londoners.

Good advertising and good media will continue to
be a pairing that works, he continues. “Chasing
large audiences at the lowest possible cost has
helped to bring trust in advertising to an all-time low

That’s not to say our papers, online or in print, are

- bombarding people with ads and rewarding poor

free from bias, nor do they claim to be. David Walsh,

quality sites. In these environments advertisers risk

Chief Business Officer at Mindshare UK, says:

damaging their brands and wasting their money.”

“News sites may have a political bias, but they are
accountable with sources having to be referenced.
We believe they provide a high-quality environment
where people stay on page a long time with articles
and hence are strong for advertisers.”
Andy Morley, Chief Digital Revenue Officer of ESI
Media, which publishes the Evening Standard and
The Independent,says “Right now, given what’s
going on in the world, that kind of authentic, quality,
powerful journalism is more necessary than in many,
many years.”
Intent is deliberately signposted and signalled – and
that is reflected in their readers and thus the unique

“RIGHT NOW, GIVEN

WHAT’S GOING ON
IN THE WORLD, THAT
KIND OF AUTHENTIC,
QUALITY, POWERFUL
JOURNALISM IS MORE
NECESSARY THAN IN
MANY, MANY YEARS.”

audiences they can offer to advertisers, which
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In line with this, publishers are increasingly making

don’t want to align themselves to bad or potentially

apologies; a purpose closer to the Reithian “inform,

a value play, building better formats, offering up less

controversial news and content?

educate and entertain” than to the maximisation of

units to avoid clutter, insisting on transparency in
their digital supply chains and employing technology

audience reach and dwell-time.

“However, if I were to put myself in the newsbrands’
shoes; they are producing quality content and

It is not a race to the bottom to appeal to the largest

that content is the real world, albeit sometimes

audience at lowest cost. It is becoming increasingly

contentious. But, brands are cautious of this content

clear that this demands a business model which

And advertisers and agencies are beginning to

in case they are called out as in support of it;

encourages deep engagement with a well-defined

notice. Suzy Ryder, OMD UK’s Managing Partner,

supporting terrorism or funding hate are examples

audience whose trust is valued.

Digital, Data & Technology, says: “Premium

of this.”

to ensure a better environment for advertisers
and readers.

publishers have become more selective with the
advertising brands they work with. More publishers
are aligning their brand representation with their own
level of quality – I have definitely seen less ‘How to
lose 10 pounds of belly fat’ ads recently.”

It’s an issue likely to continue playing out over the

heritages and proud, quality brands. What they

next few years, but it is clear that news brands

largely have in common is that they are not free.

have something of real value to offer advertisers,

That a generation has now emerged expecting free

agencies and readers, with an ongoing commitment
to improve the ad environment, the safety network

Other initiatives include collaborations and

behind it and deeper, richer, more granular insights

partnerships that build scale, though not at any

into their own unique audiences.

cost, to give advertisers and agencies access
to large audiences in fraud-free, brand-safe and
premium environments.
Yet frustrations remain. Morley speaks of his
vexation that advertisers want, in print, to be in the
premium front half of the paper, but are unwilling or
afraid to advertise against that same content online.

Many of the bastions of real news have strong

Walsh adds: “Quality and context are going to be
increasingly more important in the future. Thinking
about where you place advertising is going to be
more important going forward.”

PHIL SMITH,
DIRECTOR GENERAL, ISBA
THE INDUSTRY VIEW:
Real news is the enemy of fake news. We are now
all aware of the unconscious biases that colour
opinions and skew reasoning. Just as radio and TV
have been exploited for propaganda, soundbites
and spin, digital technology is being manipulated

As Nicklin concludes: “We should all think about

to exploit our vulnerabilities; truth and tolerance are

the web we want and how the money we funnel

both casualties.

into the system rewards quality media.”

Ryder, though, is pragmatic: “Journalists want
to report real news and commercial teams need
to drive revenue,” she says.”The question could
be asked: is revenue being lost because brands

horizons and gives new perspectives. Real news
nourishes with a rich, varied and consistently
high-quality diet of reporting, analysis and
well-formed opinion.

commitment to accurate reporting, investigative

AND HENCE ARE STRONG FOR ADVERTISERS.”

newcomers. But for readers keen to expand their
minds, technology has meant there is more quality
journalism readily accessible than ever before.
What real news means for advertisers depends on
context, where the treatment of hard news is not
treated with sensationalism; and an advertising
environment that is curated – where quantity and
quality are both controlled;

Real news at its best stretches thinking, broadens

In practice, what this means for publishers is a

“PEOPLE STAY ON PAGE A LONG TIME WITH ARTICLES

news creates a significant problem for potential

journalism and editorial courage. It means more
journalists who have achieved craft mastery through
many hours of “deliberate practice”; a clear editorial

“...AN ADVERTISING

ENVIRONMENT THAT
IS CURATED – WHERE
QUANTITY AND
QUALITY ARE BOTH
CONTROLLED.”

stance and accountability for what is published,
with fact checking, corrections and, where required,
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So where do people go for real news? When I talk
to my teenage children, they say they don’t turn to
social platforms but visit the BBC or Vice. Whilst
they might discover a story from their friends,
it’s quality journalists paid to reveal the truth that
they then turn to for the facts. And so it’s crucial
that publishers are able to properly fund those
journalists and the teams that support them. Not
just their salaries either but the travel to some of
the most dangerous places on the planet to report
on vital stories, and all the measures that are
required to keep them safe when they get there.

where advertising and editorial are clearly delineated,

and the Advertising Association, we know this is

not peppered with clickbait and scam ads

the defining issue for the advertising industry’s

masquerading as editorial. It is also an environment

future. The volume of advertising, repetition,

where leading advertisers can reasonably expect

retargeting, lack of relevance and obtrusiveness are

to be seen in the company of ads from other

all contributing to all-time lows for favourability and

reputable brands.

trust. Reversing these trends requires adaptation

Ultimately, a healthy future for real news is critical
for sustainable news media and public trust in
advertising, in media and in institutions at large.
From the research ISBA has done with Credos

from both the buy and sell sides. Work has begun to
take on this challenge. The quality environments
represented by real news are an essential
foundation on which it can succeed.

MARC ZANDER,
SVP GLOBAL CLIENT
PARTNERSHIPS, TEADS
THE TEADS VIEW:
There has never been a more important time for
quality publisher content that people can trust. A
world of misinformation that, through AI, reinforces
instead of challenges your point of view leads to
very myopic thinking. It sends us down a singletrack path that ends in tribalistic ‘me vs you’
behaviour, rather than allowing us to understand
both sides of the argument, make up our own

“REAL NEWS AT ITS BEST STRETCHES THINKING,

BROADENS HORIZONS AND GIVES NEW PERSPECTIVES.
REAL NEWS NOURISHES WITH A RICH, VARIED AND
CONSISTENTLY HIGH-QUALITY DIET OF REPORTING,
ANALYSIS AND WELL-FORMED OPINION.”

minds and evolve our personal perspectives.

All of these things are expensive, and rightly so.
In recent times, publishers have struggled to
maintain these levels of investment, but today’s
revenue models are starting to thrive. A powerful
combination of subscription and advertising are
proving key to the success of these publishers.
It is a challenging balance as people need to see
value in return for their hard earned money and
advertising needs to be interesting and impactful
whilst also non-intrusive.
We at Teads have worked for years with publishers
to offer an ever evolving, exciting and effective
suite of solutions for advertisers. With Teads,
advertisers can have huge reach in a brand
safe, quality environment that delivers excellent
business results – with the comfort that their
pounds are also sustaining the quality journalism
we all desperately need, now more than ever.

Phil Smith, Director General, ISBA
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In the digital space, how are you looking
to diversify your revenue streams?

How are the sands shifting between
context and scale?

Do news publishers have a responsibility
to shape and reflect society?

We’ve built a subscription business and we’re

We, as news brands, really should sell on our

Great newspapers have always set the agenda.

investing heavily in that, but we are not going to go

context or environment (as it used to be called)

That’s the job of the fourth estate, and it is a huge

100% behind a paywall as we believe that would be

because it is so powerful. It has proven impact. But

responsibility. The biggest frustration publishers and

shutting off a huge advertising opportunity.

in digital we’re absolutely obsessed with audiences.

society now have with some of the social platforms

That’s great, and we sell on our audiences as well,

is that they seem to take no responsibility for what

but all of the best advertising depends on a perfect

they publish, they are not governed by the same

balance of hitting the right audience but in the

rules, and yet, they are very happy to take all of

right environment.

the money.

cluttered with advertising. Stripping out a lot of

Yet, even recently, we’ve seen agencies or digital

We are living in a world of fake news. When you

the clutter has had a really positive effect on yield,

trading desks only caring about hitting an audience

have the most powerful man in the world peddling

latency and viewability.

with no thought for the ad itself, or consideration

fake news through social media, we know we’re

for the environment it sits in. It’s great that digital

in a completely different world. It is a fundamental

What are some of the challenges
you face?

gives you all these metrics and transparency, but as

challenge for our society.

What does ‘real media’ mean to you?

There is keyword filtering technology that effectively

as consideration, lift and brand engagement.

It’s utterly subjective, but I would always put news

particularly in news environments, which is

There is a lot to do, and there’s a lot that’s had to
be done already. A focus on the look and feel of
the page is absolutely core to the user experience;
we have to deliver a product that isn’t absolutely

Q&A WITH ANDY MORLEY,
CHIEF DIGITAL REVENUE
OFFICER, ESI MEDIA

deems our brilliant editorial ‘brand unsafe’,

brand content at the very heart of what would be

something we, as an industry, have to aggressively

defined as real media, or premium media, because

challenge. You have this crazy incongruence with

it’s content that has been created with real expertise,

advertisers wanting to be in the front half of a

care and attention, with an eye for quality.

newspaper, because that’s where the impact is, and

News journalism is all of those things. It’s what

yet be terrified of being near the same news online.

defines the conversation culturally, politically

It’s our responsibility to engage with advertisers and

and socially.

agencies on changing that view because it doesn’t

an industry we’ve got to connect back to those old
school metrics that really matter to advertisers, such

In terms of scale, we’re not Google, Facebook or
Amazon and never can be. We do something very,
very different. We have a purpose that is very clear
across both The Independent and the Evening
Standard. We have a very important reason for
being: that’s not about scale, and it never really

How optimistic are you for the future of
premium digital media?
I honestly am hugely optimistic about the future. I’d
like to think that my competitors, all news brands in
the UK, would share that optimism. It’s not easy. But
when I talk to advertisers and agencies I do feel like
the pendulum is swinging back a little bit.

has been.

make sense – it’s not how our audiences consume
our news brands.

“REAL MEDIA, OR PREMIUM MEDIA, BECAUSE IT’S CONTENT

THAT HAS BEEN CREATED WITH REAL EXPERTISE, CARE AND
ATTENTION, WITH AN EYE FOR QUALITY.”
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It is no understatement to say that online-only publishers which were born
in the digital age such as Vice, BuzzFeed and Vox changed the industry
for good.

They appealed to a new, digitally-savvy generation

Many more of their ideas, such as using real-

of readers and transformed the commercialisation

time data to capitalise on trending subjects and

of digital assets with innovative new formats and

creating mobile-friendly ways to consume news,

formulas. Advertorials and infomercials have

have captured the attention of their more traditional

long been a mainstay of printed newspapers,

competitors, who have copied these ideas.

magazines and linear TV, but these new entities
popularised the concept of branded content,
working with ad partners on writing and distributing
bespoke content.

school’ when it comes to defining real media. She
emphasises how “they are producing vast amounts
of content that we consume in our day-to-day

– more than 1,000 employees were laid off at

media exposure,” urging the industry to think more

BuzzFeed, AOL, Yahoo and HuffPost in just a few

broadly when considering how to reach the people

weeks of early 2019 alone – but they continue

they want.

advertisers in the online space.
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agencies should not seek to think only of the ‘old

Their fortunes might recently have taken a downturn

to push the boundaries of what is possible for

PEOPLE
THE PULSE OF THE NATION

For Ryder it’s indicative of why advertisers and

These new publishers are also harnessing the
efficiencies of programmatic advertising to build

Jon Mew, CEO of IAB UK states: “Often profiled

their businesses and building new and faster-loading

as ‘by millennials for millennials’, these sites

formats that attract advertisers to their sites.

are synonymous with the digital revolution that
conceived them; facilitating conversations around
politics, gender, human rights and culture in new and
unorthodox ways.

Creativity is increasingly important in this new world,
according to Walsh. “This is a world where data
can definitely help inform and spark creativity,”
he says. “It’s fundamentally important – how

They have made their names by creating highly

you as a person respond to different pieces of

shareable content and continually optimising output

content, advertising, different contexts, your

based on reader data.

mood and mindset.”

Despite their common characteristics –

He urges advertisers and publishers to experiment,

data-driven and experimental – new age

test and refine to understand what works, and why.

publishers have carved out distinct identities

“It’s a super-exciting world,” he says. “The world

and established loyal followings, a powerful

has changed around us, consumer behaviour is

proposition for advertisers looking to reach a

changing massively, and there are new opportunities

young, digital-first audience.”

that now exist, including the adoption of AI and
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machine-learning. This is an ever-evolving space and

While still being the first port of call if you want to

rise to a new form of highly-shareable content.

we’re still unlocking the value of what it can do – and

read 15 of the best Bake Off tweets, they have also

With digital video and audio giving publishers new

constantly look at what the new forms of technology

matured into respected, journalistic businesses with

storytelling abilities, these brands have also been

mean for the future of communications.”

global clout.

at the forefront of creating mobile-friendly ways to

The best of these new breed of publishers have

Despite their common characteristics, data-

successfully integrated listicles with the sort of

driven and experimental, new age publishers

Reflecting their data-first approach to their

journalism you would more likely expect from a

have carved out distinct identities and

content, these publishers have also adopted an

broadsheet and helped redefine what we see as

established loyal followings. A powerful

agile strategy when it comes to advertising. After

trusted, curated content sites – as opposed to

proposition for advertisers looking to reach a

having helped pioneer the use of native ad formats

the click-bait vehicles that consider content an

young, digital-first audience.

online, they are now harnessing the efficiencies of

afterthought, if at all. And, as Mew says of listicles:

Without the more established structures and well-

“We’ve all read them, don’t deny it.”

JON MEW,
CEO, IAB UK
THE INDUSTRY VIEW:
With the democratisation of information online, the

“THEY HAVE MADE

THEIR NAMES BY
CREATING HIGHLY
SHAREABLE CONTENT
AND CONTINUALLY
OPTIMISING
OUTPUT BASED ON
READER DATA.”

consume news.

programmatic advertising to build their businesses.

known identities of older publishers, they have taken

While all take different approaches, their lack of

a digital-first approach from the start and built this

legacy restrictions gives them the freedom to

into the DNA of their businesses.

move fast and trial different strategies to ensure

As a result, they have pioneered the use of realtime data to capitalise on trending subjects, taking

they deliver value to both their advertisers and
their audience.

an agile approach to what they produce and giving

rise of ‘new age’ titles, for instance BuzzFeed and
Vice, have reimagined the role of publishers to shape
a new form of digital-first storytelling.
These publishers are synonymous with the
digital revolution that conceived them, facilitating
conversations around politics, gender, human rights
and culture in new and unorthodox ways.
They have built their brands by creating shareable
content continually optimised based on reader data.
While this has led to ‘clickbait’ criticism many have
successfully combined traffic-generating listicles
with the type of hard-hitting journalism and scoops
traditionally found in national newspapers.
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of trust.

“IT’S VERY MUCH UP TO THE PREMIUM END OF THE
MARKET TO DEMONSTRATE THE ADDED VALUE THAT
ADVERTISERS CAN GET AS A RESUT OF FOCUSING
ON PREMIUM MEDIA.”

In addition, their use of data has allowed for more

JENNY BIGGAM, OWNER, THE7STARS

The nature of these digital-first environments
means that it’s also easy for them to work with
partners like Teads to deliver highly targeted
and beautiful creatives that are respectful of
the user. This respect is yet another factor that
is playing a large role in maintaining that level

localised and personalised content. For example,
Refinery29 draws on its own data to discover what
topics might resonate in certain markets, and has
started to see real success thanks to its unique

AMY CHINA WIRE,
HEAD OF STUDIO UK, TEADS
THE TEADS VIEW:

approach to women’s content.

There is a suite of publishers who, unlike many of

entirely refreshing way.

their traditional counterparts, are not attempting to
evolve into a digital first world, but were born as a
result of it. It means the likes of Vice, Refinery29,
BuzzFeed and LADbible have both a level of
agility and a different type of authenticity that set
them apart as they help forge an ever-changing
digital landscape.
New age publishers are also not restricted by
their more traditional offline reputations, allowing
a voice to be unbiased, even unfiltered, whilst
navigating their way through this strange political
time we find ourselves in.
Some of these new, yet already well established,
publishers are starting to evolve almost into a ‘one

It is bold in its editorial approach, publishing
articles around real issues faced by the women of
today from politics, to career, to taboo topics in an

LADbible, another great example, has quickly
become the fastest growing news site for young
men. It has been hugely successful at creating
content that is shared by millions across social
media, further enhancing the brand’s reputation
but also challenging preconceptions of what a
‘lad’ actually is. (Their top stories consistently
are those that are heartwarming, emotional or
humorous, or out of the ordinary).
Both of these are great examples of how great
content, underpinned by incredible technology,
can thrive and become perfect environments for
readers and advertisers alike and are helping blaze
a trail for the future of the industry.

stop shop’ for all of your news, reality, culture,
food, entertainment and fashion needs. They
are building huge levels of reader trust, allowing
strong environments for brands to advertise in.
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Is the idea of context growing
in importance?
Publishers have always been quite good at
talking about the value of context and editorial.
The challenge has come from where, to a certain
extent, programmatic has driven it. Advertisers and
agencies’ response to metrics such as cost per
action (CPA) and cost per click (CPC) has come
from too much short-term thinking.
The thing that has worked against real media in the

What challenges still exist for today’s
digital publishers?

past has been the metrics around which a lot of

Q&A WITH JENNY BIGGAM
OWNER, THE7STARS
What does ‘real media’ mean to you?
I think about it as how I behave as a consumer and

digital media has been planned and bought, but a
lot of really smart people in the industry have done
a great deal of work to correct this. We’ve had 10
years where the direction of travel was around shortterm metrics but now we’re maturing – we’ve had
enough time to be able to work out the effect that
that has had around brand building.

“THE WHOLE BLEND OF

RIGHT PERSON, RIGHT
MESSAGE, RIGHT TIME IS
GENUINELY DOABLE NOW
IN THE DIGITAL WORLD.”

The premium publishers will argue that the
challenge is price – that there will always
be someone who is able to offer the same
audience for less money but in a less
guaranteed environment. Price is the biggest
hurdle that they face.
Depending on the advertiser and agency

the environments that I would actively choose to

Even a few years ago, some advertisers really didn’t

go and read content, as opposed to environments

care where their ads appeared as long as they got

where you might occasionally end up in by accident.

the numbers. That opinion is very rare now. Part

You have to think about the content that the ad is

planning decisions. It’s really about educating

of what’s driven that is the brand safety argument.

the market that there are two different prices for

surrounded by or becomes a part of.

Customer acquisition at all costs should not be at

Advertising has always had an editorial context

the cost of the reputation of your brand.

in most channels and in online media that is even
more so: the context in which an ad appears is
probably more relevant and influential than in any
other channel.

is, price may or may not play a big part in the

How is creative evolving to sit within
premium digital media?
The opportunities that dynamic creative
optimisation offers now are huge. The ability to
have highly-tailored messaging is available now
and any advertiser who is interested in talking to
customers in very segmented ways can do so.
Hyper personalisation is nice to have, but a

“CUSTOMER ACQUISITION AT ALL COSTS SHOULD NOT BE AT
THE COST OF THE REPUTATION OF YOUR BRAND.”

strong creative idea at the heart of a campaign
is going to trounce that every time.
The whole blend of right person, right message,
right time is genuinely doable now in the
digital world.
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metrics, and what their definition of success

reaching an audience, and you need to have
really hard case studies about how reaching the
same audience but in a different environment
will have a bigger business impact.
Ultimately, that’s what advertisers will listen to.
It’s very much up to the premium end of the
market to demonstrate the added value that
advertisers can get as a result of focusing on
premium media.
My personal experience is that publishers
who do well with us are those who develop
relationships, get to understand the clients
and their objectives, and deliver truly
tailored solutions.

At face value, these are turbulent times for magazine brands: more and more

are closing their print editions as less and less readers pick up their favourite
weekly or monthly during their supermarket sweep.
NME, Glamour (which before it closed in December

Hearst’s Country Living brand now has one of the

2017 was the 10th most popular paid for mag in the

most advanced ecosystems of any UK magazine

UK, according to ABC), Shortlist, Now and most

and lives on platforms including online, regional fairs,

recently Marie Claire are amongst the ‘casualties’

dating services and TV shows. It has a wide range

of this shift in consumer behaviour – but scratch

of licensed products including furniture with DFS,

beneath the surface and there’s a great story to tell.

flooring with Carpetright, flowers with Interflora and,

In fact, many magazine brands are surviving,
even thriving, online and they offer unique, hugely
engaged and highly loyal readers to advertisers. So

affluent or aspiring country home lovers.
Such highly engaged loyal audiences are what

brand equity across products, services and events

give publications – in print, online and in real life –

as different and diverse as hotels, sofas, beauty

their USPs. And rightly so, says Publicis Media’s

boxes, clothing lines, pop-up clubs and more.

Sue Frogley: publishers have no right to expect

be its last print issue, but marieclaire.co.uk has
established itself as a flourishing online destination
with 2M monthly online users. Its online fashion
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offer advertisers access to a unique audience of

loyal, in fact, that many are able to leverage their

Take Marie Claire UK: its November issue might

CULTURE
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most recently, Country Living Hotels. Together, they

aggregator platform The Marie Claire Edit, launched
less than a year ago, has more than 6,000 brands

support, just because. She says: “Advertising
shouldn’t be driving the success of publishers,
the sites themselves need to be attractive to
advertisers based on meeting consumer needs
and experience to ensure there is a long term
strategy and sustainable model.”

on board and the affiliate platform will soon become
the brand’s biggest source of digital revenue. It
also runs premium beauty store Fabled, which is a
partnership with retailer Next.

“SUCH HIGHLY ENGAGED LOYAL AUDIENCES ARE WHAT GIVE
PUBLICATIONS – IN PRINT, ONLINE AND IN REAL LIFE –
THEIR USPS.”
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Editorship is key to navigating the constant

In late 2018 Magnetic commissioned an important

shift between print, mobile and other digital and

piece of work with Enders Analysis into the economy

experiential channels, says Jane Wolfson, UK
Chief Commercial Officer, Hearst, which publishes
Esquire and Cosmopolitan. “Our teams work closely
together. We need to know what resonates with our
audience wherever, however and whenever they are
experiencing the brand. There is consistency across
all of our brand touchpoints, although the expression
may vary depending on device and occasion.
“The numbers that go through our events, such
as the pop-up Esquire Townhouse or Country
Living shows and events, are amplified so much
through social media where we can bring them to
life to those who can’t visit them. It’s bringing to life

“WHAT IS IMPORTANT

TO CLIENTS IS THE
REQUIREMENT FOR
BRAND-SAFE, TRUSTED
ENVIRONMENTS;
PUBLISHING BRANDS
OFFER PREMIUM CONTENT
TO HIGHLY ENGAGED
LOYAL AUDIENCES...”

something that they want to engage with.”
Yet Lindsey Cook, MD Amplifi, Dentsu Aegis
Network North, says the evolution into digital has
not been easy for publishers. “What is important
to clients is the requirement for brand-safe, trusted
environments; publishing brands offer premium
content to highly engaged loyal audiences,” she
says. “However as the market continues to innovate
around people based marketing, publishers need
to evolve to capture audience information to
become accountable in the digital economy.”
Publishers such as Hearst are embracing new
technologies, be that for editorial or commercial
purposes, and Wolfson points to its proprietary
AI-tool HANS “Hearst Analytics Slackbot”, which
is being tested in the US to help its editorial teams
identify the top trending stories within the network,
as one such example.

Frogley expects this trend towards machine learning
to continue across the digital ecosystem, particularly
in the advertising piece, saying: “Automation and
measurement are having a big impact on advertisers
and publishers. More automation through AI
and programmatic expansion will mean that
decisions will increasingly become machine-based
and bought.”
“Machine Learning is starting to have an impact by
automating many of the processes and freeing up
time for more creative and strategic thinking so the
hope is that this will lead to more best-in-class work.
However, for this to work effectively it still requires
humans to drive creativity.”

of passions and belonging. Enders identified 14
wide-ranging consumer categories (from fashion,
food and travel to fitness, gardening and pets) in
which products and services have meaning as
either status symbols or means of self-expression.
Purchases in them can channel our enthusiasms, or
bond groups together. Many have a low frequency
of purchases: consumer choices are made not
just with consideration, but sometimes even with
deep emotions.

SUE TODD,
CEO, MAGNETIC
THE INDUSTRY VIEW:

These categories made up 52% of discretionary

The passion and identity economy is booming and

the average household spent £130 more on fashion

magazine brands sit at the heart of what matters
most to people. They have always spoken to
people’s passions and been about offering the most
relevant, trusted and quality content for distinct and
highly committed audiences and segments.
From fashion to football, food to fell walking,
the best magazine brands have always

household spending in 2018 and captured 79%
of the growth in spend in the preceding five years.
Consumers’ commitment to spend remains high
despite harsher economic conditions: consider that
in 2017 than it did in 2015.
Our identity (who we are and what we feel a
connection to) and how present-to-mind a given
part of it is, influences our decision-making and
purchases, the research concluded.
Culturally relevant media is the heartland of great

super-served these deep interests and offered

magazine brands, and the internet is helping turn

the consumer and advertisers highly immersive

interest into action.

and undistracted attention moments. Magazine
brands are the original incubators of cultural trends.
Cosmopolitan, Wallpaper and GQ remain as iconic
as they have ever been.

Wolfson agrees, saying that its editors are Hearst’s
“walking algorithms”. Everything, she concludes, is
driven towards the audience and its experience –
their number one priority.
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“CULTURALLY RELEVANT MEDIA IS THE

HEARTLAND OF GREAT MAGAZINE BRANDS,
AND THE INTERNET IS HELPING TURN
INTEREST INTO ACTION.”

Publishers who leverage the trust created from
quality content can extend their brands into events,
e-commerce and exciting digital spaces. Decanter,
Country Life and Cyclist are reaching new, bigger
audiences with online and offline content that
really delivers for these deep interest groups and
communities.
In fact, a report from Ofcom last year on trust in
news showed magazines as the most trusted
source with 80% of respondents stating they
were trustworthy; 82% indicating they were high

“BRANDS AND EDITORS

WITH DEEP, LONG
STANDING REPUTATIONS
IN SPECIALIST AREAS
THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO
US AND WHO WE ARE.

quality and 84% agreeing that magazines offered
‘depth and analysis not offered elsewhere’.
In any analysis of the media industry it would be
remiss not to take into account the current climate
and how both news and non-news magazines offer
up positives for both advertisers and readers.
Take the news sphere, where the success and
growth of brands such as The Week, The Economist
and Private Eye reflects the current climate and
increased interest in news and politics. It perhaps
also indicates that objective, trusted editorial which
curates, but doesn’t always offer a particular political
view, is welcomed and desirable. Meanwhile,
arguably many non-news magazines act as a refuge
from the outside world of turmoil related to Brexit or
Trump; they are places that people go to immerse
themselves in their passions instead.

According to the Gallup Global Emotions Report,
2017 was the world’s most miserable year for more
than a decade and I’d hazard a guess if the survey
was repeated right now in the UK it wouldn’t tell
a better story. Against this backdrop of increasing
negativity there has never been a greater need for
positivity. Newly commissioned research by Hearst
shows that magazine readers are more positive than
non-readers. Nearly six in ten (58%) of respondents
in the study have a positive outlook on life. Amongst
magazine readers this figure is significantly higher at
68%. This is important for consumers but also key
for advertisers.
In a world of never-ending content and
recommendations who do we listen to most and
trust? Brands and editors with deep, long standing
reputations in specialist areas that are important to
us and who we are. At such a time, being part of
people’s passions and identities and maintaining
cultural relevance feels like a good place to be.
As they say, “If you don’t stay relevant, you’ll
be relegated”.
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that defined us (mine was Mixmag in the early
90s). That one magazine we turn to when we want
validation, when we want to escape or when we
want to change.
Far from the omnipresent doom-mongering
death of publishing, magazines are evolving from
mass produced linear publications to multimedia
brands that have the ability to engage us deeper
and more profoundly than ever. Publishers are
quickly embracing change to develop content
that stands out, creating experiences that
match our moods; environments and moments

JUSTIN TAYLOR,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TEADS UK
THE TEADS VIEW:

in time.

In our advertising world we talk about the ever

that can define you is stronger than ever. At Teads

changing nature of the media ecosystem. The
speed in which it is evolving continues to astound
and surprise us. But should it? One of the few
societal pillars that can claim to match this pace
of change is culture. Culture shapes the world
around us, the tribes we identify with, the
behaviours we believe in and the future we
aspire to.
Culture is created, curated and nurtured. It does
not happen in isolation. Since the invention of the
printing press in the 1400s we have been mass
producing information that could be consumed
quickly with a depth that could not be replicated
by the daily newspapers. Magazines have had a
pivotal status in defining modern day society. How
many of us reading this have that ‘one’ magazine
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How we find content might have changed, the
speed in which we must publish might have
quickened, but the desire to engage with content
we are proud to be working with many of the
major magazine brands in the UK, new and
old, supporting them on their journey to define
today’s culture.
For us, to invoke those same connections
consumers have reading and engaging with
magazine content, we must create advertising
experiences that match and exceed their
expectations. Advertising that was developed
to respect the user along with publisher and
advertiser symbiosis.
We look forward to helping our partners shape the
future together.

We all talk about the scale play: magazine brands
can still have scale through our digital platforms, but
it should never be about scale alone.

How are measurements and
metrics changing towards more
business-led KPIs?
We have our own metrics that measure how long
people spend with our content and show how they
have engaged with it. Those proof points make a big
difference with our commercial content campaigns
as well as our editorial.

Q&A WITH JANE WOLFSON
CHIEF COMMERCIAL
OFFICER, HEARST

Earlier this year we commissioned research
on positivity from MediaCom’s strategy and
transformation consultancy, Theobalds Road
Consulting. Amongst other things, we learned that
positive people respond 18% more favourably to

What drives Hearst’s audience strategy
and commercial diversification?
Our overarching purpose as a premium content and

brands they see advertised, are 90% more likely
to try new things and 35% more likely to buy an
advertised product.

What role in shaping and reflecting
society do and should magazine
brands have?

How is new technology changing the
way you work?

We’re very purpose driven – the Hearst motto is

Slackbot”), which we’re testing in the US. It was

“content with a purpose” and that is reflected in our

developed to help our editorial teams identify the

We have an AI tool called HANS (“Hearst Analytics

experience business is to help people get more out

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, given the nature of our

content and campaigns. Take our Project Body Love

top trending stories within the Hearst network, so

of life. With our consumers they choose to engage;

content, magazines netted the highest positivity

in partnership with Procter & Gamble, which is about

that we can adapt and develop relevant content in

whether it’s online or in a printed magazine, events

ranking of all media – higher than TV, newspapers

inspiring positive body image in women.

real time, and increasingly we’re seeing technology

or other experiences. Take the Esquire Townhouse

and much higher than social media. In these

with Breitling 1884 – an annual three-day pop-up

quality magazine brand environments, advertising

event featuring a curated line-up of interviews,

works harder.

panels, performances and more with every ticket
granting readers all-day access to The Esquire Club,
a trendy, upmarket bar and lounge.

and social aspects that people talk about every day,
such as being advisors to the government on sex

That’s really compelling, especially in a world where

education. They help shape the conversations that

everything at the moment seems to be so negative

we want and need to have, in a positive way.

helping to shape our commercial propositions,
too. Above all, the AI is a tool that helps our
journalists do their jobs, by being able to analyse
trends at scale and in real time: the editors are our
‘walking algorithms’.

and bad news is difficult to escape. It’s about

Yet with all this diversification, at the heart of it all is

context and environment, whether you are looking

the brand. These brands are amazing in that their

to advertise or partner with us on bespoke business

deep relationships with their readers mean they can

solutions. It’s about allowing people to engage in a

branch out – they stand for so much more than

better way and feel good about their product being in

being just magazines.

brand safe environments. And that’s what premium
magazine brands are so good at.
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Our editors are very much involved in the cultural

“IN THESE QUALITY MAGAZINE BRAND ENVIRONMENTS,
ADVERTISING WORKS HARDER.”
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While the mainstream media often seems to forget that there is life outside
London, local and regional newspapers have long been the bedrock of

the communities they serve, and in a hyper-globalised, digital world that’s

COMMUNITY
THE HEART OF THE NATION

possibly more true than ever.

People really care about what happens on

Trust polls higher still. Regional and local

their doorsteps – and savvy advertisers should

newspapers are more trusted than all UK national

seek to appeal to these audiences at their

titles bar the Financial Times, according to the 2019

most impassioned. Many people have a strong,

Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism digital

emotional connection with their local area – be that

news report.

community matters, the local football team covered
in-depth, schools ranked, or holding councils and
regional assemblies to account.
Local titles are also passionate about investigating
and campaigning for the things that matter to their
audiences. Think of the Derby Telegraph’s Horrors of
Aston Hall Hospital, the Birmingham Mail’s campaign
to reopen inquests into those who died in the city’s
pub bombings and the Manchester Evening News’s
reaction to the Manchester Arena bombing in 2017
to name but three.

And trust, as our own survey shows, is big news for
marketers. Of the 100 UK CMOs we polled nearly
three in five (58%) trusted premium digital media
the most.
Yet many local and regional papers have struggled
to survive in the digital age. According to Press
Gazette research some 245 titles have closed in the
last 13 years. Many will have gone online only, others
have disappeared completely. We should all do more
to support these beating hearts of the community,
says Andy Atkinson, Chief Revenue Officer of

In fact, in 2018, communications regulator Ofcom

Reach, publisher of the Mirror titles – and for good

revealed that UK adults were just as likely to follow

commercial reason.

the news to find out what was going on in their
local area (54%) as they were to find out what was
going on in their region and around the world. Only
national news polled higher at 56%.

He points to “growing evidence” that brands find it
difficult to connect with large parts of the UK, and
advertising often struggles to reflect the lives of
people outside of London.

“PREMIUM ENVIRONMENTS PROVIDE ADVERTISERS WITH
ACCESS TO HIGH-QUALITY, WELL WRITTEN, CURATED
CONTENT, DELIVERED AT SCALE IN A BRAND SAFE AND
TRANSPARENT ENVIRONMENT.”
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“Whilst it might be surprising to people in our

So much of our attention via the national press, online

industry, 60% of people born in the UK still live within

and social is click-baited into sensationalised global

20 miles of where they lived when they were 14,”

issues, it’s easy to forget that actually, what’s going

Atkinson says.

on in our local communities has the most real and

It’s a simple case of remembering that “the efficacy
of real media is now and always has been based on
putting people first”, says Cook, who runs the UK’s
largest trading team outside of London.
“Premium environments provide advertisers with
access to high-quality, well written, curated content,
delivered at scale in a brand safe and transparent

“THE DIAL IS NOW

alleviate many buyer pain-points around inventory
quality and scale since buyers know exactly what
they are getting.”
Walsh also believes that advertisers and agencies
don’t value the quality of media enough. He says:
been chasing impressions and specific audiences
and probably not putting enough value on the quality
and the context of placing that advertising. That’s
something we need to change. We potentially under
prioritise the value of premium media or don’t value
it enough.”
Similarly Biggam believes that until even recently not
enough advertisers cared where their ads appeared.
“Even a few years ago, I went to conferences and
events and some advertisers had a strong opinion
on quality environment and quality media and other
advertisers said ‘I don’t care where my ads appear
as long as I get the numbers’,” she says. The dial

ourselves and our nearest and dearest.

SHIFTING BACK
TOWARDS CONTEXT AND
LONGER TERM BRAND
VALUE.”

environment,” she adds. “These benefits ultimately

“From the advent of programmatic, people have

greatest impact on our day-to-day lives for both

One problem historically with local and regional
news sites is the complexity involved in planning
and buying across multiple small titles, although
technology is beginning to help, with platforms able
to give access to these rich, valuable audiences. The
power of bigger, multiple publishers such as Reach

As the North West’s leading creative, digital and
media, not-for-profit membership organisation, the
MPA is a proud, regional membership group. Press
such as The Manchester Evening News, which
has been telling the stories of people in Greater
Manchester for more than 150 years, have been huge

SIAN ENGLISH,
VICE CHAIR, MANCHESTER
PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION
THE INDUSTRY VIEW:

supporters of the MPA.

To say the press sector has gone through an

providing a service to local communities by being their

upheaval over the last decade would be an

watchdog and commentator. In a time when people

understatement. The emergence of new platforms,

are searching for real connection, often left feeling

the immediacy introduced by social networks and

cold by more digital interactions, local news is a way

thirst from the public for real-time updates have all

for people to know what’s going on around them,

challenged the humble, regional newspaper.

address issues, and ultimately, be an advocate for the

and Newsquest offer scale whilst retaining each

The role of regional press is an intriguing one. With

brand’s individual character.

cost cuts and scaremongering around the impact

“From the advent of programmatic, people have
been chasing impressions and specific audiences
and probably not putting enough value on the
quality and the context of placing that advertising.”

They’ve provided a platform for MPA members to
build profiles amongst peers, engage debate and
share insight that directly affects our community.
Regional press continues to play a vital role in

place they live.

of digital, it’s easy to forget the crucial community
role that local newspapers actually play. If you want
to know what’s going on in your village, regardless
of whether it’s about council updates or the
pub’s football team Sunday league score, there is
no substitute.

is now shifting back towards context and longer
term brand value.
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Whilst national or global titles will talk to audiences
that align with their overarching values, the appeal
of the regional press is actually broader. It doesn’t
matter your political leanings or beliefs, your
interest in what’s happening near to you affects
you with the greatest immediacy and, often the
greatest effect.
For the ad industry, the benefits are overwhelming.
If a product was released tomorrow that would
claim to speak to intricate socio/geographical
demographics, in the context that appeals
on an emotional level but without intruding

EMILY BREWER,
HEAD OF PUBLISHING, TEADS
UK
THE TEADS VIEW:

on consumers data, it would be dismissed as

In an ever-changing media landscape, the role of

emotional connection.”

the regional press is something that has stayed
refreshingly consistent and integral for its local
communities. The importance to readers hasn’t
wavered nor has the importance to the publishers
either. We see this by the sheer volume of content
being produced at a local scale by professional
journalists who, it could be argued, are the
strongest influencers in the UK.
Local media content covers news stories that
national news may overlook. From stories about
doggy swimming pools in the Welsh village of
Ynyswen to the effects of contactless payments
for Big Issue sellers in Bristol, through to national
helplines for emergency services.
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impossible in an instant. Advertising often neglects
to reflect the lives of people that do not live in the
‘London Bubble’; regional media provides an ideal
environment for brands to associate themselves
with local communities who have a strong

Local press stands up for our communities,
defends our point of view - all whilst making us
smile with the memory of when we appeared
on page sevenfor winning the local netball
competition. We are proud to work with our
regional partners to help maintain those voices. To
support one of the realist forms of media there is.

“QUALITY AND CONTEXT ARE

GOING TO BE INCREASINGLY
MORE IMPORTANT IN THE FUTURE.
THINKING ABOUT WHERE YOU
PLACE ADVERTISING IS GOING
TO BE MORE IMPORTANT GOING
FORWARD.”
DAVID WALSH, CHIEF BUSINESS OFFICER,
MINDSHARE UK

One of the major benefits of local media is the trust

Examples over the last few decades would be:

that it engenders from its readers. Advertising within

changing the law on organ donation due to come

an environment that serves local communities on

into force in 2020, saving hundreds of lives a year;

a day to day basis is an effective way for national

fighting for justice for the families of the Hillsborough

brands to play a role in people’s everyday lives and

disaster; campaigning against the ivory trade and

tap into those all-important community values.

seal clubbing to help set up The World Wildlife
Fund. This campaigning spirit is truly part of the

Why is it important to support local and
regional media?
Local media plays an integral role in a functioning
society. They hold local government to account
and campaign passionately on local issues. They

Q&A WITH ANDY ATKINSON
CHIEF REVENUE
OFFICER, REACH
What value does local media offer
advertisers today?
There is growing evidence that points towards
brands finding it difficult to connect with large
swathes of the UK. Advertising is struggling to reflect
the lives of people outside of the often referenced
‘London Bubble’. Whilst it might be surprising to
people in our industry, 60% of people born in the UK
still live with 20 miles of where they lived when they
were 14.
This means that many people have a strong,
emotional connection with their local area. Our local
newsbrands are an integral part of the local
identity for the communities they serve. What
better way for a brand to build relevance than being
associated with brands and content that serve those
communities so passionately?
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cover stories that are often overlooked by national
and global media players. While the internet has
made our world bigger than ever for most of us,
we can’t underestimate the importance of that
close, human connection – and that’s what local
media is brilliant at.

What sets premium publishers such as
Reach apart from the rest of the web?
Premium publishers offer a totally different
proposition to the social platforms. We like to think
of that differentiation at Reach in three main ways:
identity, influence and integrity.

IDENTITY: We have a huge portfolio of brands, but

Mirror’s DNA – it even successfully campaigned to
change the lifeboat law all those years ago after the
Titanic sunk.

INFLUENCE: Our content is written by professional
journalists who are still the strongest influencers
in the UK. From a study carried out by Reach
in 2018, we found they are twice as likely to
shape an individual’s opinion as the next group of
professionals, who were interestingly politicians
and celebrities. Pleasingly this was also true for the
younger 16-34 market.

INTEGRITY: Curated platforms of premium

How does digital advertising
contribute to the success of publishers
and brands?
Consumption of our product is changing and we
need to ensure our consumers can engage with
our content in a way that suits them. Digital has
been a game changer for us in that regard in that
we now reach more people in the UK than we ever
have done before, a fact that still surprises a lot of
media professionals.
That scale is great for us because it keeps us
relevant, and great for brands because it offers
them access to huge numbers of people in quality
and brand-safe environments. Digital advertising
can help by recognising the value of the audiences
that are available in these environments, helping to
fund the future of premium publishers and giving
themselves access to quality audiences at scale.

publishers, written by professional journalists, offer
a very different environment from the open nature
of the social platforms. In both print and digital,
our environments are regulated by IPSO, ensuring
the content published is accurate, well researched
and truthful. As a premium publisher we take this
responsibility very seriously – can the same be said
of the platforms?

importantly each of our brands stands for something
and has a strong identity built up over a number of
years and a significant body of work. One example
of this would be The Mirror, consistently left of centre
with a strong social conscience. It champions great
national institutions like the NHS and has a history
of campaigning on issues that have had a significant
impact on life in the UK.

“LOCAL MEDIA PLAYS AN INTEGRAL ROLE IN A
FUNCTIONING SOCIETY.”
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RESEARCH

Premium digital media was voted

As part of the campaign, Teads commissioned CensusWide to poll 100 UK

CMOs on how they viewed and valued different forms of media in driving real

as the most transparent platform,
alongside social media.

results for their campaigns. The research, conducted in August 2019, reveals:

The top five challenges with digital advertising, cited by CMOs, are:

41%

35%

33%

33%

33%

Trust

Knowledge/data
on consumer
behaviour

Fraud

Transparency

Scale

Almost half of CMOs believe premium
digital media is the media platform
most aware of brand safety.

The three biggest opportunities within digital advertising are:

54%

52%

38%

Targeting

Customer engagement

Brand building

Marketers believe quality news environments
deliver greater return on investment
on ad-spend with 54% of respondents
believing that premium digital media
has the greatest ROI.

Most trusted media platforms are:
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58%

50%

44%

Premium digital media
(video/display formats within
editorial content)

Social media

TV

Nearly four in five CMOs are planning to
increase their media budget within premium
digital media over the coming year.
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THE FUTURE
OF REAL MEDIA
THE CAMPAIGN FOR REAL
MEDIA WAS BORN OUT OF
OUR GREAT ADMIRATION FOR
AND APPRECIATION OF THE
PUBLISHING PARTNERS WE
WORK WITH.
We wanted to celebrate the innovations that quality
and premium publishers are bringing to the digital
ecosphere; how they are connecting with their
audiences and how they are helping advertisers to
do the same. It’s something we see every day.
Whether transitioning into digital or born on the
internet, it hasn’t been easy being a publisher in
an ecosystem dominated by the big platforms and
in an age where media strategies have often been
lured by the shiny and new, rather than the tried and
tested.

WHAT DOES REAL MEDIA OFFER?
REAL RESULTS. One thing we have seen across

We’re seeing a shift from survival mode to the

the board with our interviews is that we know Real

promise of sustainable models: innovation is

Media delivers. Quality environments with quality

everywhere. Publishers are putting their best

creative at its heart is a reliable and effective part of

feet forward and advertisers and agencies are

any media plan.

increasingly responding.

SMARTER MEDIA.

The wealth of technology

In pulling together this campaign, the resounding

available to publishers means that they can be

message that we have heard across clients,

selective with which partners they use to make their

agencies and publishers is a growing and real

sites work harder. The ability for machine learning

excitement over real media. It has been gratifying,

and AI to provide audiences with better experiences

humbling even, and gives us great hope and

whilst enhancing campaigns shows a path to a

excitement for the future.

hugely exciting future.

A MATURE APPROACH TO TARGETING. Publishers

We would love you to join us in this campaign.
Please do tweet @teads #cfrm or email

have an incredible depth of first party data that they

realmedia@teads.com to contribute or

can use to find the right person to message. But

find out how you can take part.

on top of that, there is an overwhelming amount
of contextual targeting that can be layered on top.
Reader interest is having a resurgence and for good

Yet, recently we have seen a change in attitudes and

reason - Real Media is respectful to users and just

outlooks, a renewed confidence in what a publisher

as able to hit client KPIs.

is and what it can offer a brand or reader, rather than
what it isn’t and can’t.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email us at realmedia@teads.com or tweet us @teads using #cfrm.

